A rational cubic form with real plane factors determines a solid angle for whose lattice points a formal ring can be constructed and can be made invariant under units. As in the first half of this work (in Volume 8 of this Journal), there is a tinite basis for the invariant ring but peculiar effects occur in higher dimension. There might be, for instance, no minimal basis subdivision for the support polyhedron, and no cyclic basis, (simulating algebraic resolution difficulties in C?). Furthermore, the support polyhedron is "flat" in some affie sense. Cases are computed for small discriminant cubics.
INTRODUCTION
In the earlier half of this work [lo] , rings for (quadratic) plane sectors were developed in order to produce a number-theoretic model for an algorithmic process of resolving singularities of surfaces (see [l, 2, 41) . While there should be no haste to generalize this model to three dimensions merely as an end in itself, recent related work in toroidal embeddings [14] and special resolution problems over Ca [ 121 might call for a reexamination of the model to see which properties are distorted in higher dimensions.
For instance, a pleasant feature of the formal ring of a rational sector (see [l] ) is that finding a basis is always equivalent to the following "pure radical" problem: Given a field C(z, , z2 , (z~z~~)~/~), find a minimal set of pure radicals (zm~z%)llN which generates all such radicals in that field (the Hirzebruch algorithm [5] ). This process fails in C? in several ways. We can find a rational solid angle which does not correspond to an analogous pure radical problem, and even when the analogous problem is present, there need not be a minimal solid angle subdivision (see Section 11) .
On the other hand, when we generalize quadratic sectors (and support polygons) to cubic solid angles (and support polyhedra), an invariant method of describing the polyhedra by "incidence numbers" (see Section 12) is present in analogy with the intersection (Chern) numbers of the polygons (see Section 1). The change in dimension, however, makes itself felt in a deep way. The intersection numbers of the quadratic support polygon did indeed show convexity (with degree of convexity even related to class number, see [3] ). Yet the incidence numbers of cubic support polyhedra only show "affine flatness." This will be seen (in Section 13) in an elementary way (although, e.g., Dr. F. Ehlers has privately communicated that the flatness can be inferred by using Hirzebruch's method of Todd polynomials).
The cubic support polyhedron is not a device for computing cubic units but for displaying their action on numbers of small norm (compare [I 11) .
Finally, we shall verify (in Section 14) that the finite generation of formal invariant rings is a property unblemished by increasing dimensionality.
RING AND POLYHEDRON OF A SOLID ANGLE
Let the space R3 be divided into eight solid angles by the three independent planes appearing as factors in @(x, y, 2) = fi (x + eiy + 4'4. i=l (7.1)
We let S be one particularly designated solid angle in R3 and let A4 be the integral lattice points (x, y, z) E Z3 and lying in S, while M' is the subset of M formed by excluding the origin 0 = (0, 0,O). We think of M' as a semigroup and M as a monoid under vector addition of lattice points.
Only two cases are of interest for now:
7.2a. Rationai solid angle. Here Bi, 0,' are six rational numbers, so S is the convex hull of three independent vectors OA, OB, OC with A, B, C three primitive lattice points of Z3. We say these three vectors or the triangle ABC determine S (and with it A4 and M').
7.2b. Cubic solid angle. Here 0i, Bi' (and 1) span a module of rank 3 in a totally real cubic field Ki (where i = 1,2, or 3 according to the conjugate used). Usually we shall take as module the integral domain of Ki . In any case, the module has a multiplier ring with totally positive, independent, and (preferably) fundamental units Ei and vi in Ki . These correspond to commuting matrices E and H of XL,(Z) which produce automorphisms of S, M, M'. For example, if ZJ is a column vector in Zs v + EmHnv (7.3)
is such an automorphism. Multiplication by a matrix corresponding to a nontotally positive unit, however, will produce an isomorphic mapping among the various solid angles determined by (7.1).
Remark 7.4. Once the form CD of (7.1) is given, the solid angle S is determined only by the assignment of signs of ci = x + ei y t eib (i = 1, 2, 3).
(7.5)
In the examples which occur here the units have full signature rank, i.e., Ei and vi are perfect squares in Ki . Thus the eight solid angles, monoids, etc., are equivalent under G&(Z).
In any case, it is sometimes easier to think of S, M, M' in terms of the variables & with conditions like & > 0, so that accordingly M' is the semigroup of totally positive integers of a cubic field (written K).
For both the rational and the cubic solid angle S we define R the formal ring of S by 7n,n=--4 (7.7) (7.8)
To construct a support polyhedron rrs for the solid angle S we go from the support point P to the support line PQ and thence to the support face (polygon) F. Here P is any point of M' contained in a support plane, i.e., a plane with M' entirely on it or on one side. Any plane through 0 not intersection S anywhere else is parallel to a support plane. When M' is the totally positive integers of a cubic field K, the elements of norm 1, i.e., the totally positive units &5d, = 1 (7.9) (in the notation of (7.5)) will determine support points by virtue of the comparison of arithmetic and geometric means. Furthermore such points are "extreme" (a support plane exists passing through only that point). In any case, by rotating the plane of support, we obtain a support line PQ through a given support point P and a support face F, which we shall think of as just a triangle PQR. Actually, there are many cases of support faces which are convex polygons with no minimal triangulation, but we think of any triangle thus obtained as a support face. The more ominous result is that the vertices of a triangulation cannot always be selected so as to subtend unimodular vectors from the origin (see examples in Sections 12 and Fig. 6 ).
TOROIDAL STRUCTURE
Considering the cubic soJ.id angle (7.2b), we note that the variables x, y, z WI and & , & , & WG) are affine invariant as related by (7.9, but not so with the new coordinates This represents the toroidal structure of the support polyhedron under the unit group of E and v, and accordingly we draw only a fundamental torus. In either the (x, y, z) or the (5 1 , 2 , 3 coordinates, no plane support face k .$ ) of n is ever moved into a parallel plane by a nontrivial unit (e.g., the directions of (5, , t2 ,53 and (4 1o1 , &wz , &4+) are not parallel for 0 a nontrivial unit). LEMMA 8.3. A face of a support polygon may contain dtrerent images of some vertex under the toroidal structure, but such images must correspond under primitive unit translations. Furthermore, tf the images under two unit translations are present in a face, these units must be fundamental. (This produces a maximal case where four extreme points of 7~, nameiy P, EP, EHP, HP, determine a quadrilateral face).
The proof is based on the projection of the support polyhedron 7~ in the (A, ,u) coordinates. While they are not at&e invariant, the simplicial aspects of the toroidal structure are maintained. For instance, it is easy to see that (say) P and EaP cannot lie on one support face, because in the (A, CL) projection, this face would cross that of EP and EaP under translation. The same discussion holds for any face containing P, E*P, and H*P, where E* and H* correspond to independent units. Thus if the set E*, H* is not fundamental, the projection parallelogram has internal lattice points and therefore topological crossings would be forced upon images of the face joining P, E*P, H*P.
Remark 8.4. On the basis of admittedly meager calculations, the occurrence of four translates of P in one support face still seems unlikely. The condition would have to be satisfied, where det refers to the determinant of the module EZ + 7Z + qZ and [E*, r)*] = C (~~*r),*,, -E:+~v~*) summed cyclically over conjugates. The terms in (8.5) are all rational multiples of (disk K)lj2.
BASIS POLYHEDRON AND LEVEL ME-IXIC
Since the faces of a support polyhedron 7r do not necessarily admit a (plane) triangulation in which each triangle is unimodular, we must further triangulate to achieve this, knowing that the face will be "dented" (forced to have a reentrant subdivision into unimodular "nonsupport" triangles). The resulting triangulation is generally nonunique, so any polyhedron consisting of triangular unimodular faces, and derived from rr, will be called a basis polyhedron and denoted by +.
Specifically, let PQR subtend a rational solid angle SpoR which is not unimodular, so det(P, Q,R) = N > 1.
(9-I)
We can subdivide P&R by taking any prime p 1 N. Then an integral lattice point W exists in S,,, so that pW=aPfbQ+-cR (9.2) for integers 0 < a, b, c -C p. Thus the three subdividing triangles PQ W, QR W, RPW all have determinants <(p -l)N/p < N and a continuation of the process leads to unimodular triangles with a worst 3N-1 faces. In (9.2) W is no closer to 0 than the triangle PQR exactly when pdafbfc.
There is ample evidence (see Section 11 below) that this calculation is neither routine nor unique. We now extend the concept of "level" (see Section 2). For a cubic sector S, let PQR be a support face of rrTs for which det(P, Q, R) = N. Let VE M' lie in the rational solid angle S,,, . Then for 0 < a, b, c E Z V = (aP + bQ + cR)/N. for y0 E C, y1 E C*. For consistency, lev yi = 0 for yi E C*, and lev 0 = -co. Thus lev tt' > lev t = lev t', (9.8a) lev(t + t') > min(lev t, lev t') (9.8b) for t, t ' E R or {R}.
LATTICE SUBGROUPS AND CYCLICITY
Let w. = (Gl ,..., G,)T be a nonnegative column vector in Zm, let N > 0, and let an additive lattice subgroup of Zm, L,(w,, , N), be generated by w,, and the column vectors It should be noted that the abstract semigroup M' of the rational solid angle of the column vectors of (KJ determines the original solid angle, in turn, to within GL,(Z) (taking m = 3 for convenience). We start by finding "corner" elements of M' (i.e., primitive elements none of whose multiples are also generated by other elements of M'). These must be precisely P, Q, R for the solid angle S,,, . To assign coordinates to P, Q, R we simulate the reduction process of Section 9. This process involves finding vectors like W satisfying (9.2), but these, too, are elements of M'. We then determine some (subdivision) basis polyhedron of S,,, . A unimodular solid angle in the subdivision is characterized invariantly by the absence of relations like (9.2) for any prime p. By assigning unimodular coordinates to this subdivisional solid angle we extrapolate coordinates of P, Q, R unique to within CL,(Z).
In presenting examples, we make the obvious simplification that the gcd of the Gi and N is 1. From this it is a relatively simple matter to arrange that w,, is a primitive vector and G, / N. This can be done by replacing W,, by a multiple rw,, (gcd(r, N) = 1), and reducing rwO modulo N.
In the following examples, we let w,, be primitive and G, j N, so w0 = wr : We can choose G, so that G,, = 1. Then by using (10.15a) we can see that -GG,A, and -GSA, can be reduced to K,, and KS2 (respectively) by adding multiples of the first two rows. The necessity part is likewise a direct verification.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS
To illustrate the techniques, we shah use the cubic field of discriminant 148. Anticipating this, we start with a rational (not cubic) solid angle which happens to represent half its period, namely, A, = (-I, 10 The rest of the steps are shown in Table III . Multiples of w,, are taken modulo 10 in the top three rows on the right, creating N + 2 = 12 column vectors on top. They are not independent, however, as generators of the semigroup M'. For instance, reducing modulo 10, we find 4w, = 2(2w,), 7w, = 2~, -5~1,) 8,v, = 3w, + 5w,, so the columns corresponding to these three vectors are simply omitted from consideration. Turning our attention to the bottom three rows, we note Thus, omitting the nonbasis vectors, the remaining nine column vectors 6% F n2 3 nS)T form a minimal basis for M' the semigroup of the solid angle for A1A2A3 (and likewise, a minimal basis for the formal ring).
Remark 11.4. To give this result the "Hirzebruch-resolution" interpretation, it would mean that the rational solid angle is cyclic, therefore it leads to a pure radical field, namely, C(z, , z, , z3 , (z~z~~z~~)~/~~). This field has among its integral elements a semigroup of pure radicals (including rational monomials) generated by (z~z@~)~/~~, where we take for ( yl, y2, y&T the nine basis vectors.
Illustration 11.5. To see a rational solid angle which is not cyclic, consider P = (2,0, l)', Q = (0, 2, l)r, R = (0, 0, 1)r and note condition (10.22) fails. Indeed PQ, QR, RP have integral midpoints J, K, L, respectively, and there are four ways of joining these points in the same plane to produce a unimodular triangulation of PQR. This abundant symmetry indicates why, even with a different row reduction, we could not get a cyclic basis.
Remark 11.6. Actually the above illustration also shows how the critical condition (10.22) is realized after a "few" minor subtriangulations. Thus the method of the cyclic basis is still very practical.
INCIDENCE NUMBERS
To avoid repetition, we discuss the toroidal basis polyhedron rather than rational solid angles which, in principle, are embedded in toroids.
In so doing, we represent the basis polyhedron in a manner invariant under GL,(Z). The method is best seen by reference to diagrams. In Table IV). p3 -4p + 2 = 0, p1 > p2 > p3 * Thus each integer in Q(p) is represented by its conjugates (E, , 5, , 5s) or by the lattice point in Z3 (nl , n2 , ~ls)~ 5i = n, + n,pi + ndpi2 -1).
(12.1)
We take as the fundamental torus A, = 1 = (1, 0, O)T, AI = q = (-1, 10, 6)T, A2 = E = (4,0, -l)=, A4 = 171~ = (0,4, 3)T. Note triangle A,A,As happens to subtend the rational solid angle in Table III . We similarly develop triangle &&,A, by the cyclic method of Section 11 and blend the bases to obtain Table IV . Indeed this is not a trivial procedure; we must visualize which lines and planes are closest to the origin. Actually, in forming Table IV we discard d of Table III and pick up Table IV) . Of course the indidence numbers on the torus boundary simply propagate the periodic structure.
Remark 12.5. The full set of equivalent basis polyhedra under G&(Z) can be found from any one + by arbitrarily assigning to vertices of any triangular face the coordinated (1, 0, O)T, (0, 1, O)r, (0, 0, l)= in some order. The incidence numbers will propagate coordinates to all triangles. Remark 12.6. There is a necessary condition in a basis polyhedron for a set of numbers written on the edges to serve as incidence numbers; it is clearly what might be called a "monodromy condition at the vertices." We note, e.g., that an interpretation of (12.4) would be that the incidence If we sum (13.5) over one replica of the toroidal structure, every point appears on the left with a "+" when it belongs to a triangle and with a "-" when it belongs to an edge. But, as these occurrences balance out, the summation of (13.5) over all edges produces 0 on the left and C (b + c -2) on the right.
Remark 13.6. This theorem can be interpreted to mean that the cubic support polyhedron although convex leads to a basis polyhedron which is flat in an affine sense. This would be a reasonable inference from Lemma 13.3, for the mean of b + c is then 2. Analogously, consider the solid angle of the hemisphere subtended at the origin by the integral lattice points of the plane x + y + z = 1. These points under equilateral triangulation form a basis polyhedron in one plane with all incidence numbers equal to 1.
FINITENESS THEOREM
We finally extend the method of Sections 3 and 4 to show that the invariant ring {R} of a cubic solid angle is finitely generated. As before, we consider point P as an element of M' the semigroup. We assume P to be of a "high" level L and ,we easily see how to write P = P'P" (vector sum) where P' and P" are of lower level. The real problem is to try to write
where "ord(L + 1)" means terms of level L + 1 or more. Certainly, difficulties are encountered only when (the invariant ring element) has other terms of the same level as P'. There could be three (or may be four) such terms at worst in any {P'} (see Section 8).
Thus we must use correction terms of level L in (14.1). THEOREM 14.3. The invariant ring {R) of a cubic solid angle S with semigroup M' is jnitely generated by those {P) of level t4.
ProoJ
We consider the points P E M' lying above the triangular face P,P,P, of the support polyhedron ns. In the usual notation for N = WP, , P3 , P3h ni > 0, p = (nIpI + nzpz + n,P,)IN, (14.4) lev P = (nl + n2 + n&N.
(14.5)
We assume a "critical" case where PI where t = C {(n,/N)P, -Pi + Pj>, summed over all six unequal index pairs (terms clearly in Zone III). Thus, inductively, by levels and zones within levels, we break up each (P} of level 24 into terms of lower level. For brevity, we omit the many variations. When P, , P, , P, are not all equivalent, we may omit terms in the above proof. When (if ever) four unit equivalents PI, Pz , P, , P4 form a quadrilateral support face, a general point P belongs to two triangles within the face and hence to a dual system of zone classifications. The proof follows the same pattern, albeit with a lengthier hierarchy of zones.
Although the methods of [lo] permit the finite basis theorem to be generalized, the techniques for finding a minimal basis are inadequate even in the simplest cases, when the dimensionality exceeds two.
